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Abstract

As the design of single-component battery electrodes has matured, the battery industry has turned to

hybrid electrodes with blends of two or more active materials to enhance battery performance. Leveraging

the best properties of each material while mitigating their drawbacks, multi-component hybrid electrodes

open a vast new design space that could be most efficiently explored through simulations. In this article,

we introduce a mathematical modeling framework and open-source battery simulation software package

for Hybrid Multiphase Porous Electrode Theory (Hybrid-MPET), capable of accounting for the parallel

reactions, phase transformations and multiscale heterogeneities in hybrid porous electrodes. Hybrid-

MPET models can simulate both solid solution and multiphase active materials in hybrid electrodes

at intra-particle and inter-particle scales. Its modular design also allows the combination of different

active materials at any capacity fraction. To illustrate the novel features of Hybrid-MPET, we present

experimentally validated models of silicon-graphite (Si-Gr) anodes used in electric vehicle batteries and

carbon monofluoride (CFx) - silver vanadium oxide (SVO) cathodes used in implantable medical device

batteries. The results demonstrate the potential of Hybrid-MPET models to accelerate the development
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of hybrid electrode batteries by providing fast predictions of their performance over a wide range of design

parameters and operating protocols.

Introduction

Over the past 30 years, lithium-ion batteries have become the ubiquitous power source for portable electronics

and electric vehicles [1–3]. As the next-generation applications demand further enhanced battery performance,

battery research has been focused on developing new cathode and anode materials to meet the growing

demand for improvements in energy and power density, high-rate performance, cycle stability, environmental

friendliness, and production costs [4, 5]. It is of great scientific and practical significance for batteries today to

be tailored towards the particular needs of the applications, where the performance of specialized batteries is

often tuned through the use of different porous cathode and anode materials [6]. However, most widely used

intercalation-based single material electrodes such as the layered transition-metal oxide LiNi1-x-yCoxMnyO2

(NMC) cathode [7–10], LiNi1-x-yCoxAlyO2 (NCA) cathode [7, 11, 12], LiFePO4 (LFP) [13, 14] cathode and

graphite anode [15–17] are rapidly reaching their theoretical limits and have difficulties to meet all the

required performance metrics at the same time.

To overcome the inherent limitations of single-component electrodes, researchers are increasingly focusing

on developing hybrid electrodes [18–40], in which multiple active electrode materials can combine their merits

to achieve better battery performances. A hybrid porous electrode is most commonly comprised of a uniform

physical mixture of two or more distinct types of particles, each containing different active materials that

independently react with Li+, typically through intercalation or conversion types mechanisms during battery

cycling. For example, the silicon-graphite hybrid porous anode [24–28, 30] introduces small amounts of high

energy density silicon particles (3579 mAh/g for Li15Si4) [41, 42] into the graphite electrode (372 mAh/g

for LiC6) to considerably increase its specific capacity. A hybrid porous electrode can also contain particles

that leverage multiple parallel lithiation reactions to improve electrode performance. For example, in lithium

primary batteries used to power pacemakers and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) [19–23], the

carbon monofluoride (CFx) - silver vanadium oxide Ag2V4O11 (SVO) hybrid porous cathode takes advantage

of both the high rate capability of SVO and the great specific capacity of CFx, allowing these batteries to

discharge at low currents (∼ µA) for years without replacement and provide pulse currents (∼ 3A) on demand.

In SVO particles, the fast reduction reaction from V5+ can support high current pulses, while the slower

Ag+ displacement reaction improves both the energy density and the electronic conductivity of the cathode

[22, 43–45]. Note that other energy storage devices have also adopted the technique of blending multiple

active materials to create high-performance hybrid electrodes: hybrid nanostructured materials that combine
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carbon based materials with pseudocapacitive metal oxides have been used to achieve high-performance

electrochemical capacitors [46, 47].

The increasing popularity of hybrid porous electrodes has led to a growing demand for improved battery

simulation software capable of accounting for both the parallel reactions from individual active materials,

phase transformations and multiscale heterogeneities [17, 48–57] in hybrid porous electrodes. However,

existing open-source battery simulation software [58–61] based on Porous Electrode Theory (PET) framework

[48, 62–66] cannot meet these requirements without significant modification of their software code by the

users. In this article, we introduce a mathematical modeling framework and open-source battery simulation

software package for Hybrid Multiphase Porous Electrode Theory (Hybrid-MPET). Building upon volume

averaging methods and microscopic electrochemical relations from PET [62–66], as well as the nonequilibrium

thermodynamics [50, 57, 67–73] in Multiphase Porous Electrode Theory (MPET) [48], Hybrid-MPET models

are capable of accurately simulating both solid solution and multiphase active materials in the hybrid porous

electrode at intra-particle and inter-particle scales. The capacity fractions, thermodynamic, kinetic, and

transport properties of different active materials can also easily be adjusted due to the modular implementation

of Hybrid-MPET. We encourage reuse and modification of Hybrid-MPET, and we hope that it can serve

as open-source simulation platform to aid investigation of new hybrid electrode chemistries together with

experimental validation.

The paper is organized by the following sections. In the Methods section, we describe how Hybrid-MPET

addresses parallel reactions at intra-particle and inter-particle scale in greater detail. In the Results section,

we highlight the novel features of our Hybrid-MPET through sample case studies: Hybrid-MPET models are

validated against experimental data from the silicon-graphite hybrid porous anode, SVO, and CFx - SVO

hybrid porous cathode. We conclude with a summary and an outlook for future research developments in the

Conclusion section.

Methods

The main goal of the Hybrid-MPET is to create an open-source battery simulation software capable of

accurately simulating the performance of hybrid electrode batteries. Hybrid-MPET falls into the category of

electrochemical pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) model, and thus utilizes the same volume averaging methods

and preserves the fundamental microscopic electrochemical relations from Porous Electrode Theory (PET)

[62–66], including conservation of mass and charge in solid phase, liquid phases, and across interfaces.

Among the existing open-source battery simulation software [48, 58–61], we build Hybrid-MPET by adapting

Multiphase Porous Electrode Theory (MPET) [48] for hybrid porous electrode simulations.
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We chose to heavily reference MPET because it can accommodate both classical PET models for solid

solution active materials and models for multiphase active materials based on nonequilibrium thermodynamics

[50, 57, 67–73] in the same framework. Many commercially successful hybrid porous electrodes often contain

both phase separating and solid solution materials, and we seek to select the most accurate and suitable

method to describe the thermodynamics of each active material from the following two options. We could

take the classical PET approach and describe thermodynamics of active materials by fitting the open circuit

voltage (OCV) as a function of state of charge, which will be only accurate for solid solution active materials

[48, 50, 57, 67–69, 74] with Fickian diffusion. For phase separating active materials such as LFP [13, 14]

and graphite [15–17], often characterized by voltage plateaus in their OCV, they have multiple stable phases

of different equilibrium concentrations, and such complex thermodynamic behavior cannot be described

by PET models despite additional empirical modifications [75, 76]. Instead, for these materials, MPET

and Hybrid-MPET treats their OCVs as emergent properties of multiphase materials that reflects phase

separation. We can thus describe the thermodynamics of phase separating materials through phase field [77,

78] models adapted for electrochemical systems [49, 50, 57, 67–70, 79, 80], where the OCV is derived from the

free energy function and diffusional chemical potential [74] of inserted Li+ in the active material. Free energy

is a function of concentration and gradients of concentration, where common tangent lines can be constructed

under to represent pathway for the material to lower its energy by phase separating. Taking into account

nonequilibrium thermodynamics, MPET has thus been able to predict reaction heterogeneities in multiphase

porous electrodes [17, 51–53, 57, 68, 81]. Such heterogeneities are experimentally observed to be highly

dependent on applied current [49, 52, 57, 81] yet often lost over intermediate length scales as a result of volume

averaging and could lead to simulation inaccuracies [48]. By referencing MPET, Hybrid-MPET is expected to

also capture evolution of reaction heterogeneity across simulated particles in hybrid porous electrodes, which is

further complicated by the existence of parallel reactions. Hybrid-MPET thus distinguishes itself from MPET

[48] and other existing open-source battery simulation software [58–61] by its ability to simulate hybrid porous

electrodes with multiple active materials. We briefly revisit how reactions at particle scale are connected to

macroscopic current in MPET for single material porous electrodes, and show how Hybrid-MPET introduces

new equations to account for parallel reactions from different active electrode materials at intra-particle and

inter-particle scale.

In MPET, each of the N finite volumes across the thickness L of the porous electrode hosts P active

particles. For particle p in finite volume n, cn,p ∈ [0, 1] is used to describe its average state of charge (SOC).

For intercalation reactions, SOC is known as filling fraction or a dimensionless Li+ concentration in solid

phase hosts; for primary batteries, SOC is often interchangeably used with depth of discharge or battery

utilization. For non-homogeneous particles, c is tracked at each discretization layer depth in the particle [48]
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to observe the effects of solid diffusion, which can be used together to reconstructed c for the whole particle.

For particle p in finite volume n, its reaction takes place independently from that of other particles, and is

quantified by average volumetric reaction rate ∂cn,p

∂t . The sum of reactions from all particles in finite volume

n yields its total volume averaged reaction rate RV
n . The integral of the net charge consumed by the reactions

across the finite volumes in the electrode will yield the macroscopic current density icell. Reproduced from

Eq. 58-60 from MPET [48] and simplified by assuming Li+ as the only cation species in lithium-ion batteries,
∂cn,p

∂t , RV
n , and icell (for both anode and cathode) are defined in Eq. 1 - 3, respectively:

∂cn,p
∂t

=
1

Vn,p

∫
An,p

jn,p dA (1)

RV
n = −(1− ϵ)PL

P∑
p=1

Ṽn,p
∂cn,p
∂t

p = 1, 2, ..., P (2)

icell =

Na∑
na=1

eRV
na

La

Na
= −

Nc∑
nc=1

eRV
nc

Lc

Nc
n = 1, 2, ..., N (3)

where jn,p is the reaction flux from particle n in finite volume p and is equal to the net reduction current

density in,p scaled by (de)lithiation reaction stoichiometry. ϵ is the porosity of the electrode, PL is the

loading percent of active material in solid phase of the electrode, which are both electrode scale parameters.

Ṽn,p =
Vn,p∑P

p=1 Vn,p
is the fraction between volume of particle p and total volume of particles in finite volume n.

In Fig. 1, we show a comparison between single-component electrodes and hybrid electrodes from a model

formulation perspective. The complexities introduced by multiple active components and particle types

mostly occur at the particle scale, and thus modifications needed for parallel reactions at intra-particle and

inter-particle scale take place in Eq. 1 - 2. The total reaction rate RV
n will be reconstructed when there are

multiple active components and particle types in volume n. In greater detail, at intra-particle scale, we will

define average state of charge cn,p for a "hybrid" particle with multiple active components; at inter-particle

scale, we also introduce volume correction terms to simulate hybrid electrodes made up of different active

particles with any given capacity fraction. Eq. 3 as well as other conservation of charge and mass equations

in MPET are kept unchanged for both cases below.
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Volume N

Single material electrode

Hybrid electrode at intra-particle scale

Hybrid electrode at inter-particle scale

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of finite volume discretization of porous electrodes across their thickness.
For single material electrodes, all particles contain the same active material. For a hybrid electrode, at
intra-particle scale, each of its particles may have multiple active components; at inter-particle scale, each of
its finite volume may have different particle types.

Intra-particle scale parallel reactions

In Hybrid-MPET, simulation of intra-particle parallel reactions is crucial when modeling a hybrid electrode

made up of single-type particles that allow multiple reactions. The overall reaction rate in such a "hybrid"

particle takes contributions from all active components, which coexist inside the particle’s volume. Within

particle p in finite volume n, M different active components coexist and share the same the particle volume

Vn,p and active reaction area An,p. The active components have theoretical volume capacity ρ1, ρ2..., ρM ,

and their normalized fractions are constrained by
∑M

m=1 ρ̃m = 1. Within particle p in finite volume n, we

track the state of charge of each active component separately cn,p,1, cn,p,2,...,cn,p,M and thus

cn,p =

M∑
m=1

ρ̃mcn,p,m m = 1, 2, ...,M (4)

cn =

∑P
p=1 Vn,pcn,p∑P

p=1 Vn,p

(5)

Since the electrode was discretized into finite volumes of equal size, the macroscopic electrode average state

of charge will just be the average of c1, c2,...,cN , which is equivalent to Eq. 63 in MPET [48]. Building upon
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Eq. 4, the volumetric reaction rate from Eq. 1 is modified to,

∂cn,p
∂t

=
∂(
∑M

m=1 ρ̃mcn,p,m)

∂t
=

M∑
m=1

(
ρ̃m

∂cn,p,m
∂t

)
=

1

Vn,p

M∑
m=1

(
ρ̃m

∫
An,p

jn,p,m dA

)
(6)

where the capacity weighted sum of parallel reactions rates from all M active components yields the average

volumetric reaction rate. The reactions are typically described by Butler-Volmer (BV) kinetics [67, 82–86]

(assuming only single electron reactions)

in,p,m = jn,p,me = im(km, cn,p,m, cln)

[
exp

(
−
αmeηeff

n,p,m

kBT

)
− exp

(
(1− αm)eηeff

n,p,m

kBT

)]
(7)

ηeff
n,p,m = ηn,p,m + in,p,mRfilm,m = ∆ϕs

n −∆ϕeq
m(cn,p,m) + in,p,mRfilm,m (8)

where exchange current density im is a function of rate constant km, symmetry coefficient αm, and Li+ filling

fractions cn,p,m in solid particles and Li+ concentrations in clnliquid electrolyte. The overpotential ηn,p,m

experienced by active component m within particle p in finite volume n is the difference between electrode

potential ∆ϕs
n at finite volume n and the equilibrium potential ∆ϕeq

m(cn,p,m) (i.e. open-circuit voltage) of the

active material m within particle p, and we can get effective overpotential ηeff
n,p,m after accounting for film

resistance Rfilm,m. For each particle p in the same finite volume n, its M active components experience the

same ∆ϕn and are in contact with electrolyte with concentration cln. For active component m, its reaction

rate is determined by material specific km, αm, ∆ϕeq
m , Rfilm,m and particle specific cn,p,m. We have now

effectively separated M parallel reactions at the intra-particle scale, and therefore the total reaction rate in

finite volume n from Eq. 2 is modified to,

RV
n = −(1− ϵ)PL

P∑
p=1

Ṽn,p

(
M∑

m=1

ρ̃m
∂cn,p,m

∂t

)
(9)

where again Ṽn,p =
Vn,p∑P

p=1 Vn,p
is volume fraction of particle p in finite volume n. Instead of solving for cn,p

directly, we would just be solving for each cn,p,m as well as ∆ϕs
n, ∆ϕl

n, cln at each finite volume n; cn,p is

later reconstructed from Eq. 4.

Inter-particle scale parallel reactions

In Hybrid-MPET, simulation of inter-particle parallel reactions is even more important because most hybrid

electrodes are comprised of a uniform physical mixture of two or more distinct types of particles. Let there
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be W ≥ 2 different types of particles in the hybrid porous electrode, which have theoretical volume capacity

ρ1, ρ2..., ρW , respectively. We separate the thickness L of the hybrid porous electrode into N finite volumes,

each of which hosts P1 particles of material type 1, P2 particles of material type 2, ..., and PW particles of

material type W . Then the capacity fraction occupied by type w particles in finite volume n is,

Q̃w = Q̃n,w =
Qn,w∑W

w=1 Qn,w

=

∑Pw

pw=1 ρwVn,pw∑W
w=1

(∑Pw

pw=1 ρwVn,pw

) w = 1, 2, ...,W (10)

The above setup is limited by the fact that P1, P2, ..., PW have to be all finite and positive integers

{Pw ∈ Z+|w = 1, 2, ...,W}. For type w particles, once their sizes and theoretical volume capacity are set,

often through experimental characterization or from literature documents, the capacity fraction of type w

active component is only dependent on its number of simulated particles Pw. To simulate hybrid porous

electrodes with any given capacity fractions Q̃∗
1, Q̃∗

2, ..., Q̃∗
W in the electrode, we need to find P1, P2, ..., PW

through solving the set of w equations based on Eq. 10, and obtain the following real number ratios,

Pw

P1
= λw1 {λw1 ∈ R+|w = 2, 3, ...,W} (11)

The most straightforward solution is to use a very large positive integer P1 to also recover P2, ..., PW as

positive integers. Such large values for P1, P2, ..., PW way exceeds the number of particles necessary to

capture evolution of multiscale heterogeneity or population dynamics [10, 48, 50, 57, 87] in porous electrodes.

Most of the computational power would be wasted to repeatedly solve extremely similar equations for different

particles of the same type in the same finite volume. A single simulation would take days if not weeks to

finish, significantly limiting the efficiency in predicting the performance of hybrid porous electrodes.

To overcome this limitation, we introduce volume correction terms at inter-particle scale to simulate

hybrid porous electrodes made up of different active particles with target capacity fractions Q̃∗
1, Q̃∗

2, ..., Q̃∗
W

in the electrode. In the finite volume n, the volume correction terms fn,w will scale the volume of type w

particles so that capacity fraction Q̃corr
n,w matches Q̃∗

w,

Q̃∗
w = Q̃corr

n,w =
Qcorr

n,w∑W
w=1 Q

corr
n,w

=

∑Pw

pw=1 ρwVn,pw
fn,w∑W

w=1

(∑PW

pw=1 ρwVn,pw
fn,w

) w = 1, 2, ...,W (12)

fn,1, fn,2,...,fn,W ∈ R+ are directly obtained by solving the set of w equations based on Eq. 12. Each finite

volume having the correct capacity fraction ensures that the correct capacity fraction is preserved for the

hybrid porous electrode at the macroscopic scale. We still track the average SOC in each active particle

separately, cn,pw
∈ [0, 1] , which now reflects the average SOC in type w particles we would expect to get
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when type w particles have the correct capacity fraction in finite volume n. As the volumes of type w particles

are weighted fn,w, the average state of charge in volume n becomes,

ccorrn =

∑W
w=1

(∑Pw

pw=1 ρwVn,pwfn,wcn,pw

)
∑W

w=1

(∑Pw

pw=1 ρwVn,pw
fn,w

) (13)

In finite volume n, a Hybrid-MPET model is numerically still simulating the reactions of P1 particles of

type 1, P2 particles of type 2, ..., and PW particles of type W , but we re-scale their contributions to the

average state of charge and total reaction rate in finite volume through volume correction. As a result, we

can simulate the performance of a hybrid porous electrode with any given capacity fraction. We can also still

capture evolution of reaction heterogeneity and population dynamics for any particle type w, as long as we

select Pw to be large enough to observe such effects while small enough to finish the simulation in reasonable

timescales. Again, in the same finite volume n, all W different types of particles experience the same ∆ϕs
n and

are in contact with electrolyte with concentration cln. For single electron reactions described by BV kinetics,

they are dependent on material type specific kw, αw, ∆ϕeq
w (cn,pw

), Rfilm,w and particle specific cn,pw
,

in,pw
= jn,pw

e = iw(kw, cn,pw
, cln)

[
exp

(
−
αweη

eff
n,pw

kBT

)
− exp

(
(1− αw)eη

eff
n,pw

kBT

)]
(14)

ηeff
n,pw

= ηn,pw
+ in,pw

Rfilm,w = ∆ϕs
n −∆ϕeq

w (cn,pw
) + in,pw

Rfilm,w (15)

The volumetric reaction rate for particles in finite volume n is kept the same as in Eq. 1 because volume

correction is numerically applied in the total reaction rate in finite volume n, which now takes contribution

from all W types of particles,

RV,corr
n = −(1− ϵ)PL

W∑
w=1

Pw∑
pw=1

Ṽ corr
n,pw

∂cn,pw

∂t
(16)

where the corrected volume fractions are,

Ṽ corr
n,pw

=
Vn,pw

fn,w∑W
w=1

∑Pw

pw=1 Vn,pw
fn,w

(17)

At each time step during the simulation on the side of this hybrid porous electrode, the solutions for

cn,pw
,∆ϕs

n,∆ϕl
n, c

l
n will reflect the impact of volume correction terms while simultaneously preserving

conservation of charge and mass.
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Note that the equations for intra-particle scale and inter-particle scale reactions are consistent with each

other. In most cases, a hybrid porous electrode consists of multiple type of particles, each type clearly

distinguished by its unique single active component, and thus only the inter-particle scale equations Eq. 12 - 16

are needed. The most common example would be the silicon-graphite hybrid anode [24–28, 30]. Occasionally,

some hybrid porous electrodes contain particles with multiple active components, leading to parallel reactions

at the intra-particle scale. An example would be carbon monofluoride (CFx) - silver vanadium oxide (SVO)

hybrid cathode [19, 21–23, 43–45], which has both inter-particle scale parallel reactions from CFx and SVO

particles, and intra-particle scale parallel reduction of V5+ and Ag+ in SVO. In this case, we would only need

to replace cn,pw
in Eq. 13 with its expression in Eq. 4 and ∂cn,pw

∂t in Eq. 16 with its expression in Eq. 6.

Results: Experimental validation of Hybrid-MPET models

In this section, we demonstrate example uses of Hybrid-MPET and the predictive power of its models

on hybrid porous electrodes batteries from established industrial products. The governing equations and

simulation parameters are reported in Appendix A, B, and C.

Silicon-graphite hybrid porous electrode

A silicon-graphite (Si-Gr) hybrid porous electrode is typically used as the anode in rechargeable batteries

powering electric vehicles [24–28, 30]. Particles of silicon or silicon oxides are uniform mixed with graphite

particles to create a hybrid electrode with good cycle stability from graphite and improved energy density

from introduction of silicon. Both silicon (Li15Si4) and graphite (LiC6) take advantage of intercalaction

reactions and undergo multiple steps of phase separation. Graphite can form many stable phases, as evident

in the multiple voltage plateaus in its OCV with increased lithiation [17, 50, 88–90]. Silicon undergoes

even more complex phase transformation behaviour during Li+ de(lithiation), which are accompanied by

transition between crystalline and amorphous phases, and significant volume change [30, 91, 92]. Depending

on operation history, the phase and volume change of silicon lead to different stress states and give rise to its

characteristic OCV hysteresis [93–95] as seen in Fig. 2. We recognize that complex phase-field models coupled

with elasto-plastic deformation have been developed for silicon and graphite [80, 96], but integrating them

into the Hybrid-MPET models is beyond the scope this work. As a result, the following assumptions are used

for simplicity purposes: (a) the fraction of silicon in the Si-Gr electrode is small enough such that the volume

changes of silicon particles have negligible impact on electrode parameters and performance [97–100]. (b)

silicon stays amorphous and is treated as a solid solution material with fast diffusion. (c) under the relatively

low current rates below, other ohmic and transport resistances are negligible. In the future, we encourage the
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use of Hybrid-MPET to study interaction between the silicon and graphite at different current rates and

include more accurate chemo-mechanical models to capture the multiphase behavior and stress states in

silicon.

We first benchmark a Hybrid-MPET model of a Si-Gr electrode against experimental data at room

temperature. The Si-Gr electrode was extracted [24] from the anode of the commercial LG M50 21700 cell,

and tested in a half-cell setup. In our simulation, we use an estimated 1% silicon mass fraction [101, 102],

which is equivalent to silicon accounting for 8.6% of the capacity fraction. We simulate a half-cell with

Si-Gr electrode as the cathode, and a lithium foil counter-electrode with fast kinetics as the anode, with

a generic separator in between. For reaction kinetics, classical BV kinetics for intercalation reactions are

used for both silicon and graphite, whose exchange-current densities vary with both electrolyte and solid

concentrations. For electrolyte transport, we use a concentrated Stefan Maxwell electrolyte model to represent

a typical 1M LiPF6 carbonate based electrolyte in lithium-ion batteries. For thermodynamics, we adapt the

simplified one-parameter Cahn-Hillard phase field model [17, 103] to capture the multiphase behavior of

graphite. The formulated free energy model with three local minima [103] yields an open-circuit voltage that

matches the sloping voltage at low graphite state of charge as well as the stage transitions of voltage at higher

graphite state of charge. We resolve silicon’s voltage hysteresis by using two separate OCVs for lithiation

and delithiation [30] of amorphous silicon and treat it as a solid solution material. The corresponding OCVs

∆ϕeq
Gr ,∆ϕeq

Si,Li, ∆ϕeq
Si,Deli can be seen in Fig. 2. We discretize the Si-Gr electrode into 10 finite volumes, each

containing 1 spherical silicon particle and 1 spherical graphite particle. For most geometric and physical

properties of the cell, electrode, and particles, we directly use the experimentally measured [24] values, and

only refit reaction rate constants and Bruggeman exponent for better alignment between simulation and

experimental data. For numerical stability purposes, for all graphite and silicon particles, we set the initial

state of charge to 0.001 and 0.999, and voltage cutoff to 0.03V and 1V as end condition during lithiation and

delithiation, respectively. The OCV of graphite, OCVs of silicon, and other inputs to Hybrid-MPET model of

Si-Gr electrode are documented in Appendix A.

In Fig. 3 (a), we compare Hybrid-MPET model simulation and experimental measurement [24] of

Li/Si-Gr cell performance. Our models are able to match the experimental cell voltages during both discharge

(lithiation) and charge (delithiation). The effect of voltage hysteresis as seen in Fig. 2 can clearly be observed

in the 0.05C lithiation and delithiation curves. Modelling hybrid porous electrodes introduces an additional

layer of complexity through tracking the SOCs of different active species. As seen in Fig. 3 (b), we show the

simulated evolution of average SOC of silicon particles and graphite particles in the hybrid electrode at 0.05C

operation from Hybrid-MPET model. These also match well with those predicted from other modeling and

experimental studies of Si-Gr hybrid electrode at low current rates [30, 105]. While graphite shows consistent
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Figure 2: Open-circuit voltages as functions of state of charge for solid solution model of silicon and phase-field
model of graphite. The experimentally measured OCVs of silicon[93] and graphite [104] are also shown,
respectively.

lithiation and delithiation behavior, silicon clearly shows non-linearity and asymmetry behavior, which can be

directly attributed to its OCV hysteresis. During lithiation, Li+ intercalation reactions in silicon and graphite

happen in parallel, and the rates are controlled by the reaction kinetics in Eq. 31. Note that in the same in

finite volume n, silicon and graphite particles share the same ∆ϕs
n but experience different overpotentials

because silicon and graphite have different OCVs. Thus, when reaction kinetics and transport are not limited

at low current rates, silicon and graphite lithiation happen in parallel throughout the discharge process, yet

the observed dominant active material is determined by thermodynamics, where the one with higher OCVs

typically depletes earlier. The larger the OCV difference, the more distinct dominant active component is

expected to be identified. As a result, compared to that of graphite, we expect silicon SOC to increase more

rapidly at the beginning of lithiation as seen in Fig. 3(b) because silicon lithiation is initially driven by a

larger overpotential. Silicon and graphite SOCs will then proceed to increase individually as both particles

support the total discharge current together. The cross intersection of silicon lithiation OCV and graphite

OCV curves in Fig. 2 suggests that silicon lithiation reaction will then be driven by smaller overpotential

than that of graphite. This change results in the observed fast reaction of the residual silicon at the end of

discharge process, mostly only after the full lithiation of graphite.

The evolution of silicon and graphite SOCs during delithiation is noticeably different from those during

lithiation. Because ∆ϕeq
Gr is much lower than ∆ϕeq

Si,Deli, a clearer order of deintercalation reactions is expected:

most silicon only start to delithiate when the graphite has fully delithiated, as seen in the delithiation part

of Fig. 3(b). Considering silicon has faster intercalaction kinetics than graphite, we can design optimal

cycling protocols for Si-Gr hybrid electrodes: for example, if we keep the half-cell setup, then during discharge
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Figure 3: Hybrid-MPET simulation and experimental measurement [24] of silicon-graphite hybrid electrode
performance during charge and discharge at 0.05C. (a) Cell voltage vs. Cell SOC (b) Active silicon and
graphite utilization vs. Cell SOC from Hybrid-MPET simulation of lithiation and delithiation. The mean
SOC of silicon and graphite particles are represented in dashed lines, and are accompanied by their respective
95% confidence intervals.

of Si-Gr hybrid cathode, we should start with high rate lithiation and then switch to low rate lithiation;

during charging of Si-Gr hybrid cathode, we should start with low rate delithiation and then switch to high

rate delithiation. Such step-wise operation protocols ensures that we maximize both silicon and graphite

utilization in hybrid electrode and minimize charging and discharging duration by taking advantage of silicon’s

faster kinetics. Based on the analysis above, we expect monitoring the evolution of active component SOCs

in a hybrid electrode to be a valuable tool in pinpointing the dominant reactant(s) and understanding their

interactions under various operational protocols. It holds promise in providing insights on how each active

component contributes to the macroscopic performance and assisting optimal operation protocol design for

hybrid electrodes.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Hybrid-MPET prediction of the open circuit voltage of silicon-graphite hybrid electrode with
varying silicon capacity fraction.
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Through the introduction of volume correction terms in Eq. 12, Hybrid-MPET also has the versatility to

predict performance of similar hybrid porous electrodes with any arbitrary targeted capacity fractions of

silicon and graphite. We show the predicted OCVs of Si-Gr hybrid electrodes with different silicon capacity

fraction in Fig. 4. The results were obtained by simulating lithiation and delithiation at 5×10−6C of the same

Hybrid-MPET Si-Gr hybrid electrode model as above, but now the silicon capacity fractions vary between

0.05 to 0.25. The capacity fractions and subsequently, volume fractions of silicon were kept low intentionally

such that volume changes of silicon particles still have minimal impact on performance. Still, different

silicon capacity fraction leads to considerable amount of change in the OCV of Si-Gr hybrid electrodes. The

predicted lithiation OCVs in Fig. 4(a) resembles a mix between the ∆ϕeq
Gr and ∆ϕeq

Si,Li. For delithiation in

Fig. 4(b), with increased silicon capacity fraction, the characteristic voltage plateaus of graphite occupy

smaller range of cell SOC and the Si-Gr delithiation OCV gradually exhibits more traits of ∆ϕeq
Si,Deli in Fig. 2.

Since Hybrid-MPET models are able to accurately predict the impact of different capacity fraction of active

components on the macroscopic voltage, we believe that Hybrid-MPET can support future development of

hybrid electrodes with targeted voltage profiles by providing fast predictions of performance over wide a range

of design parameters, including but not limited to selection of active materials and electrolytes, capacity

fractions of active components, particle sizes, electrode porosity and thickness.

SVO and CFx-SVO hybrid porous electrodes

High power density silver vanadium oxide Ag2V4O11 (SVO) and high energy density carbon monofluoride

(CFx) have been traditionally used as cathode materials in lithium primary batteries powering pacemakers and

ICDs, and the CFx-SVO hybrid electrode has been developed to preserve the best properties of each [19–23].

The SVO that we focus on in this paper has C-centered monoclinic unit cell [44, 106], and is synthesized

through solid state combination reaction of Ag2O and V2O5 at high temperatures [44, 107]. During discharge,

Li+ insertion into SVO lattice is accompanied by two reversible parallel reactions: reduction of Ag+ to

metallic Ag and reduction of V5+ to V4+ [43, 44, 107, 108]. Due to the size differences between Ag+ and

Li+, increased Ag+ displacement by Li+ is accompanied by increased disorder and structural defects between

vanadium oxide layers [43, 109–111]. The OCV of Li/SVO [44, 107, 112] has a voltage plateau at 3.24V

covering the first 1
3 cell capacity, strongly inferring coexistence of multiple stable phases throughout the Ag+

displacement reaction. Another voltage plateau at 2.6V occupies the other 2
3 cell capacity and corresponds to

V5+ reduction, and most studies attribute it to Li+ intercalation into an single-phase host structure with

high degree of disorder [44, 107, 109, 113]. We recognize that further reduction of V4+ to V3+ has been

observed in SVO when cell potential falls lower than 2.2V [107, 108, 114], but do not considered it because
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the experimental data [112] we benchmark our models against do not reach such voltage ranges. As a result,

in our models below, the capacity fraction of silver and vanadium are ρ̃Ag = 1
3 and ρ̃V = 2

3 in SVO. The

composition Li2V4O11 is complete silver depletion, and Li6Ag2V4O11 is full lithiation.

To show Hybrid-MPET’s capability of capturing transient behavior, we next validate a model of Li/SVO

half-cell and capture its voltage overshoot phenomena observed during an accelerated data collection protocol.

Its experimental data [112] is measured between near open-circuit low currents (5µA) to medium currents

(1000µA) at 37◦C, which resemble the rates needed by pacemakers and ICDs to perform basic background

monitoring. Such low current rates are equivalent to 3.6×10−6C and 7.2×10−4C, respectively, and would

take many years to generate full voltage-capacity curves. To accelerate testing, multiple Li/SVO batteries

were first discharged under 1000µA to different depths of discharge, then immediately switched to the desired

lower current to create discontinuous discharge curves that were pieced together to form complete curves

[112]. These unique accelerated data collection protocols have led to the observation of a voltage overshoot

phenomenon: the voltage measured after Li/SVO switched from 1000µA to a near open-circuit low current is

noticeably higher than cell voltage measured when Li/SVO is continuous galvanostatic discharged under that

same low current. A subsequent relaxation process is required for the cell voltage to drop down. The existing

single-particle model of Li/SVO [112] that treats SVO as a homogeneous solid solution material and has not

been able to predict the voltage overshoot phenomena.

Note that similar voltage overshoots have been observed for LFP electrodes [115, 116] in response to

intermittent galvanostatic discharge, and were attributed to the division of the LFP particle population into

two distinct Li-rich and a Li-poor composition groups [53, 117–119] due to reaction heterogeneities [116]

driven by the non-monotonic chemical potential of LFP. Since we only observe voltage overshoots in Li/SVO

within its first 1
3 depth of discharge, and since the existence of the 3.24V voltage plateau within first 1

3 depth

of discharge infers multiphase behavior, we hypothesize that introducing reaction heterogeneity during Ag+

reduction could help capture the voltage overshoot phenomena in Li/SVO.

One option is to introduce reaction heterogeneity within SVO particles, which would lead to coexistence

of two immiscible oxide phases with different concentrations of Ag and Li, one Ag-rich, Li-poor phase and

another Ag-poor, Li-rich phase [44, 107, 113]. Metallic silver would also be at equilibrium [44, 107, 113] with

two phases in SVO. The phase transition process in SVO during Ag+ reduction likely resembles those during

Li+ insertion in CuyTiS2 [120] and Cu3Mo6S8 [121], where Cu-poor, Li-rich and Cu-rich, Li-poor materials

were found at equilibrium with metallic Cu. However, compared to the clear characterization of two phases

from X-ray diffraction (XRD) of LFP [122], characterization of stable phases in lithiated SVO is obscured by

its disordered structure [43, 44, 109]: with increased lithiation, most observe loss of crystalline SVO phase,

generation of metallic silver and a highly disordered lithiated SVO phase that retains of the basic vanadium
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oxide layered structure with noticeable lattice parameter changes. There is currently very limited literature

and phase mapping characterization that describes the exact mechanism of electrochemically driven phase

transition during Ag+ reduction, corresponding strain effects and moving phase boundaries in lithiated SVO

particles. As a result, we do not have enough information to accurately model phase separation effects within

SVO particles, whether it be through shrinking core models [75] or Cahn-Hillard phase field models [77, 78].

The other option is to introduce reaction heterogeneity across the SVO particle population by creating

a many-particle model [123–125] in Hybrid-MPET. In this case, instead of focusing on phase separation

within a single-particle, we would expect reaction heterogeneity across the SVO particles to divide particle

population into two distinct groups, one at Ag-rich, Li-poor composition and the other at Ag-poor, Li-rich

composition. At this scale, reaction heterogeneity is most likely caused by thermodynamics [52], kinetics [10],

and particle size distribution [53]. Since most voltage overshoots were observed at near open-circuit low rate

discharge of Li/SVO cells, it is unlikely that reaction heterogeneity is caused by kinetics or concentration

polarization in electrolyte when reaction across all particles are already really slow. Another consequence of

discharge at such low current rates is that reaction becomes much slower than Li+ diffusion in SVO, and

the SVO particles can be conveniently treated as homogeneous [112]. For industry grade SVO electrode, we

expect no large size discrepancy exist across the SVO particle population and their particle sizes fall into a

relatively narrow normal distribution.

We thus believe thermodynamics is the dominant driving force for creating reaction heterogeneity across

SVO population at low current rates. We can create reaction heterogeneity across an ensemble of homogeneous

SVO particles by introducing two energetically favorable compositions during Ag+ reduction. To describe such

thermodynamics, we formulate a double-well like homogeneous free energy as a function of only Ag state of

charge cAg. The free energy has two local minima, which correspond to the stable Ag-rich, Li-poor composition

cAg,1 and Ag-poor, Li-rich composition cAg,2. Similar to those in the many-particle models by Dreyer et al.

[123, 124], the SVO particles in Hybrid-MPET model can also exchange Li+ thought interparticle pathways to

lower their total energy as an ensemble. As a result, when the ensemble composition of SVO particles arrives

between cAg,1 and cAg,2 and the electrode is relaxed, the SVO particles tend to lower their total free energy by

separating into groups with composition cAg,1 and cAg,2. The second derivative of free energy also identifies

the two metastable compositions[54, 67, 74, 126]: the Ag-rich, Li-poor one with composition cAg,s1 and a

Ag-poor, Li-rich one with composition cAg,s2 , between which separation into two compositions groups becomes

spontaneous. The lowered average free energy can be found by constructing a common tangent between

the two local minima in the free energy, which corresponds to a voltage plateau with width cAg,2 − cAg,1

in experimentally measured OCV. Therefore, while Ag+ reduction reaction in single SVO particles has a

non-monotonic homogeneous OCV ∆ϕh
Ag, it cannot be directly obtained from measuring macroscopic cell
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voltage; the measured voltage plateau is instead the many-particle equilibrium potential ∆ϕ
eq

Ag[123, 124] that

represents the emergent property of this divided SVO particle population. We can subsequently obtain a

non-monotonic chemical potential and OCV for Ag+ reduction reaction in individual SVO particles as seen

in Fig. 5(a). The exact derivation [48, 67, 68] can be found in Appendix B.

Based on the analysis above, in our Hybrid-MPET model of Li/SVO, we define separate reaction kinetics

and thermodynamics models for Ag+ and V5+ reduction. For reaction kinetics, we use BV kinetics for

both Ag+ and V5+ reduction, and their exchange-current densities are fitted separately as functions of both

electrolyte and solid concentrations. Compared to the conventional Li+ intercalation reaction, it is commonly

believed that the Ag+ displacement reaction is kinetically slower [109]; such difference is in turn reflected

in a relative smaller rate constant for Ag+ reduction. For electrolyte transport, we use a concentrated

Stefan Maxwell electrolyte model to represent a 1.1M LiAsF6 in PC/DME in lithium-ion batteries. For

thermodynamics, we use the aforementioned non-monotonic homogeneous OCV ∆ϕh
Ag for Ag+ reduction

reaction. We fit a separate OCV ∆ϕeq
V as a function of V5+ depth of discharge for V5+ reduction and treat

the lithiated vanadium oxide as a solid solution material. The corresponding OCVs ∆ϕh
Ag , ∆ϕeq

V can be

seen in Fig. 5(a)(b). We discretize the hybrid porous electrode into 100 finite volumes, each containing 10

cylindrical homogeneous SVO particles. For numerical stability purposes, we set the initial depth of discharge

of Ag+ and V5+ to 0.01 in all SVO particles before discharge, and voltage cutoff to 2.2V as end condition.

The free energy formulation, derivation of ∆ϕh
Ag, BV reaction kinetics, and other inputs to Hybrid-MPET

model of SVO electrode are documented in Appendix B.

Note that for our Hybrid-MPET model of Li/SVO, we additionally make the following assumptions

and simplifications: (a) we assume that subsequent nucleation of metallic silver atoms and growth of silver

nanoparticles [45, 107] do not interfere with electrochemical reactions of Ag+ and V5+. Investigating the

kinetics of nucleation and growth through using statistical models such as Kolmogorov–Johnson–Mehl–Avrami

(KJMA) theory [127–129] is beyond the scope of the electrochemical P2D models, and we thus do not explicitly

model the above processes in Hybrid-MPET. (b) we recognize that formation of highly conductive silver

nanoparticles has been observed to considerably increase the electronic conductivity of SVO electrodes and

film resistance at the Li metal anode can build up over time [43–45, 107], but expect such effects to be only

limiting for high rate applications. (c) under the low discharge rates of Li/SVO battery below, we assume

that other ohmic and transport resistances in solid and liquid phases are negligible.

In Fig. 6, we compare Hybrid-MPET model simulations and experimental measurements of Li/SVO

battery discharge. We see that our Hybrid-MPET model of Li/SVO can not only accurately predict its

continuous galvanostatic discharge at medium currents 640µA, 1000µA, but also captures the voltage overshoot

phemomena prominent in the first 1
3 cell capacity during accelerated data collection protocols: when the
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Figure 5: Open-circuit voltages as functions of state of charge for silver reduction, vanadium reduction, and
carbon monofluoride reduction. The experimentally measured OCVs of SVO [44, 107, 112] is split by assuming
that silver and vanadium reduction are dominant in the first 1

3 and last 2
3 capacity of SVO, respectively.

(a) The non-monotonic ∆ϕh
Ag is derived from a double-well like free energy function, which is formulated

such that a common tangent construction between its two local energy minima has a composition width that
matches the width of experimentally measured voltage plateau at 3.24V during Ag+ reduction in the first 1

3
capacity of SVO. the stable compositions cAg,1, cAg,2 and metastable compositions cAg,s1 , cAg,s2 are also shown.
(b) ∆ϕeq

V is fitted as a function of vanadium utilization from the data in last 2
3 capacity of SVO. (c) ∆ϕeq

CF is
extracted from experimental data [112] by assuming Tafel kinetics.

↑0.5V

↑1.0V

↑1.5V
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10µA

640µA

1000µA

Figure 6: Hybrid-MPET model simulations and experimental measurements [112] of Li/SVO under both
continuous galvanostatic discharge at 5µA, 10µA, 640µA, 1000µA and accelerated data collection protocols
where capacity release at 1000µA is followed by instantaneous switch to discharging at near open-circuit low
currents 5µA or 10µA [112]. 5µA, 10µA, 640µA, 1000µA for this Li/SVO cell are equivalent to 3.6×10−6C,
7.2×10−6C, 4.6×10−4C and 7.2×10−4C. For clarity purposes, we vertically shift up the simulations and
experimental data corresponding to 5µA, 10µA, and 640µA by 1.5V, 1V, and 0.5V, respectively.

switch from 1000µA to 5µA or 10µA happens, our model predicts that the cell voltage raises rapidly to a

value higher than predicted the cell voltage at the same cell SOC when Li/SVO is continuous galvanostatic

discharged under 5µA or 10µA. To explore the root cause of the voltage overshoot phenomena, we show
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the predicted evolution of silver utilization across the SVO particles when Li/SVO is discharged under near

open-circuit low current rate 5µA and medium current rate 1000µA in Fig. 7. It is clear that under those two

currents, the Hybrid-MPET model predicts that population dynamics of the SVO particles are very different

besides at the beginning of discharge and near depletion of silver in most SVO particles.

On the one hand, a bimodal population is observed under 5µA discharge in Fig. 7 (a), which shows

the separation of SVO particle population into two groups towards Ag-rich, Li-poor and Ag-poor, Li-rich

compositions. Such separation is driven by a strong reaction heterogeneity, which we introduced through

using a non-monotonic ∆ϕh
Ag derived from a double-well like free energy. Under 5µA discharge, the current is

near open-circuit, and the evolution of depth of discharge in SVO particles will follow the thermodynamically

favored path. As a result, during initial stages of discharge, with increased lithiation, the compositions of

SVO particles move homogeneously towards the Ag-rich, Li-poor compositions cAg,1 and subsequently cAg,s1 .

However, continuous discharge of the electrode means that Ag+ needs to be reduced for Li+ to be inserted,

and composition changes have to happen somewhere between the SVO particles. The most thermodynamically

favored pathway is for Ag+ reduction and Li+ insertion to take place only in a few particles in the porous

electrode. These few particles undergo phase transition, where their compositions gradually move towards the

Ag-poor, Li-rich metastable composition cAg,s2 while rest of the particles remain mostly inactive at Ag-rich,

Li-poor compositions. As discharge proceeds, once the compositions of the few particles reach cAg,s2 , a few

previously inactive particles will initiate their transition from cAg,s1 to cAg,s2 . As seen from Fig. 7 (a), the

fraction of active particles remains small throughout this "mosaic" particle-by-particle reaction process, which

has been predicted and observed for other electrode materials [50, 52, 53, 55, 56, 117, 118, 123]. In Fig. 7 (c),

by comparing the silver utilization across 10 homogeneous SVO particles in a representative finite volume

from Hybrid-MPET model at two different cell SOC, the particle-by-particle reaction is clearly observed

when discharging under 5µA. Once all particles reach composition cAg,s2 , they then eventually reach full silver

depletion as a homogeneous ensemble and only then do we start to see significant changes in vanadium depth

of discharge in SVO particles.

On the other one hand, an unimodal population is observed under 1000µA discharge in Fig. 7 (b).

Reactions take place concurrently across SVO particle population and leads to homogeneous utilization of

silver in the electrode. While separation of population into two composition groups is thermodynamically

favored, larger current rates demand faster kinetics, and most if not all SVO particles need to concurrently [52]

support the larger current. Examining both Fig. 7 (b) and (d), we clearly see that the unimodal population

is preserved throughout the discharge process until silver depletion, and the separation of particle population

into two composition groups is suppressed by the relatively faster kinetics at 1000µA.. While 1000µA is 200×

increase in current compared to 5µA, 1000µA (equivalent to 7.2×10−4C) is still low enough such that Ag+
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Figure 7: (a)(b) Evolution of probability density estimate of silver utilization across the SVO particle
population when Li/SVO cell is discharged under constant current 5µA and 1000µA. Cell SOC acts as an
proxy for time, and thus we can infer population dynamics by examining the gaussian kernel density estimate
at different cell SOC. The firm and dashed red curve represent silver utilization distribution across the the
particle ensemble at SOC = 0.11 and 0.18, respectively. (c)(d) The development of silver utilization across
10 homogeneous SVO particles in a representative finite volume from Hybrid-MPET model when discharge
occurs under 5µA and 1000µA, respectively. For visualization clarity, we show the cylindrical SVO particles
along the axial direction.

reduction still remains mostly dominant. The animated short videos of Fig. 7 (a) and (b) can be found in

the Supplementary Material.

Based on the analysis above, the root-cause of the voltage overshoot phenomena seen in the first 1
3

capacity of Li/SVO becomes quite clear. The comparison will be between the following two cases at the

same cell SOC: (1) immediate switch to low current 5µA after fast capacity release under medium current

1000µA in an accelerated data collection protocol (2) continuous discharge under 5µA. Its 1000µA discharge

history means that case (1) has a significantly larger fraction of active particles due to previous concurrent

reaction driven by medium current 1000µA. Case (1) has more homogeneous reaction across the porous

electrode while the current in case (2) is only supported by a small fraction of the porous electrode, resulting

in fundamentally different battery resistant states from a more macroscale and empirical perspective. As a
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result, when the demand of a 5µA current is the same, the overpotentials experienced by a large number of

SVO particles in case (1) is smaller than those experienced by the smaller number of SVO particles in case (2),

resulting in an observed voltage overshoot. For case (1), as the current is held at near open-circuit low rates

for longer, thermodynamics soon becomes dominant over kinetics, and the previously homogeneous particle

population start to separate towards two groups at Ag-rich, Li-poor and Ag-poor, Li-rich compositions despite

continuous slow discharge. The previously concurrent reaction across all particles gradually transitions to the

particle-by-particle like reaction as more particles reach their energetically favorable compositions, and thus

the fraction of active particles gradually decreases. Such transition is predicted to be slow, and corresponds

to the "relaxation" process where the overshooted voltage in case (1) to slowly returns to the cell voltage

values of case (2). The animated short video on evolution of silver utilization across SVO particle population

during this transition can be found in the Supplementary Material.

While the existing single-particle model of Li/SVO [112] could predict battery performance under constant

current discharge, it was unable to capture the voltage overshoot phenomena because it extrapolated battery

performance directly from single-particle dynamics by assuming uniform current across its electrode. In

batteries, current rate dependent reaction heterogeneities [49, 52] are commonly observed and often need to be

introduced into battery models at particle or electrode scale to capture the correct macroscopic experimental

phenomena. Because SVO was assumed to not be diffusion limited at such low current rates, only inter-

particle scale reaction heterogenieties were observed and intra-particle scale concentration gradients were not

considered in Hybrid-MPET model above. However, such assumptions may not hold at much high current

rates. By leveraging MPET’s ability to predict reaction heterogeneities at multiple scales, Hybrid-MPET has

the potential to accurately predict the performance of hybrid porous electrodes over a wider range of current

rates.

We finally test our Hybrid-MPET model of Li/CFx-SVO half-cells. CFx is synthesized through direct

fluorination of carbon [130, 131]. In these Li/CFx-SVO half-cells[112], it is estimated that x≈1 in CFx, and we

assume CFx particles consist of a single CF phase. Its electrochemical reduction reaction to LiF and C has been

experimentally observed to be irreversible [130] and we thus adopt Tafel kinetics for electrochemical reduction

of CFx [112, 132, 133]. For electrolyte transport, we use a concentrated Stefan Maxwell electrolyte model to

represent a 1.1M LiBF6 in GBL/DME in lithium-ion batteries. The rate constants in BV reaction kinetics of

both Ag+ and V5+ reduction are thus refit due to the use of a different electrolyte. For thermodynamics, the

OCV of CFx ∆ϕeq
CF as seen in Fig. 5(c) is extracted from experimental data [112] by assuming Tafel kinetics,

which is then fitted directly as a function of CFx utilization and resembles the CFx cathode’s measured OCV

between 3.2V and 3.4V [130, 133] in most non-aqueous liquid electrolytes. We discretize the hybrid porous

electrode into 100 finite volumes, each containing 10 cylindrical SVO and 2 spherical CFx particles. For most
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geometric and physical properties of the cell, electrode, and particles, we reference the values from Gomadam

et al [112]. For numerical stability purposes, we set the initial depth of discharge of Ag+, V5+, and CF to

0.01 in all SVO and CFx particles before discharge, and voltage cutoff to 2.2V as end condition. The ∆ϕeq
CF,

Tafel kinetics of CFx, and other inputs to Hybrid-MPET model of Li/CFx-SVO batteries are documented in

Appendix C. We keep our previous assumptions and simplifications in Hybrid-MPET model of Li/SVO for

Hybrid-MPET models Li/CFx-SVO batteries, and introduce an additional one: we acknowledge that as x≈1

in CFx, C-F bonding becomes increasingly covalent, leading to poor conductivity [130, 132] of CFx cathode.

It is assumed that sufficient conductivity aid is added to the CFx-SVO hybrid porous electrode such that

the ohmic resistance from solid remains negligible at the relatively low current rates below, and the higher

fraction of inactive material is reflected in lower active material volume loadings PL of HB1-HB4 as seen in

Appendix C.

↑0.5V

↑1.0V

↑1.5V HB4 30µA

HB1 400µA

HB2 940µA*

HB3 940µA

(a) (b)
𝑐Ag−

𝑐CF−

𝑐V−

Figure 8: Hybrid-MPET prediction and experimental measurements [112] of the galvanostatic discharge of
hybrid cathode Li/CFx-SVO batteries with varying CFx and SVO capacity fractions. (a) Cell voltage vs. Cell
SOC of four Li/CFx-SVO batteries with similar sizes under different current rates. HB1, HB2, HB4 have SVO
capacity fraction 0.128, and HB3 has SVO capacity fraction 0.333. The listed discharge currents for HB1 -
HB4 are equivalent to 1.9×10−5C, 5.2×10−4C, 7.9×10−4C, and 9.0×10−4C. For clarity purposes, we vertically
shift up the simulations and experimental data corresponding to HB4 30µA, HB1 400µA, and HB2 940µA by
1.5V, 1V, and 0.5V, respectively. (b) Active silver, vanadium, and carbon monofluoride utilization vs. Cell
SOC from Hybrid-MPET simulation of HB2 Li/CFx-SVO battery under 940µA galvanostatic discharge. The
average utilization of active silver and vanadium, and carbon monofluoride are represented in dashed lines,
and are accompanied by their respective 95% confidence intervals.

In Fig. 8 (a), we compare Hybrid-MPET model simulations and experimental measurements of Li/CFx-

SVO performance. For the 4 CFx-SVO hybrid cathodes with different geometric sizes and CFx and SVO

capacity fractions, our model is able to accurately predict cell voltages during discharge under low to medium

current rates when compared to experimental data. Compared to HB2, HB3 has considerably larger SVO

capacity fraction, and such difference is accurately reflected by the Hybrid-MPET model predictions: larger

SVO capacity fraction correspond to larger vanadium capacity fraction, which yields a longer characteristic
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voltage plateau at 2.6V for HB3. To examine the actively reacting component at different cell SOC, in

Fig. 8 (b), we show the Hybrid-MPET model predicted evolution of average depth of discharge of silver,

vanadium and carbon monofluoride in the hybrid porous cathode of HB2 when discharged under 940 µA.

Again, we see that when reaction kinetics and transport are not limited at such low current rates, the three

reduction reactions take place in parallel and the observed dominant active component is determined by

thermodynamics: silver, vanadium, and carbon monofluoride share the same electrode potential in the same

finite volume, are at equilibrium but experience different overpotentials due to each having its own OCV

that is dependent on its own depth of discharge. Based on the height differences of OCVs as in Fig. 5,

the expected order of depletion is silver, carbon monofluoride, and vanadium, which is indeed observed in

Fig. 8 (b). During initial stages of discharge, Ag+ reduction is dominant while V+ reduction takes place in

parallel to maintain equilibrium potential with silver in SVO. This prediction matches observations from

many experimental studies [43–45, 109, 112, 134], which have argued that V5+ reduction could precede Ag+

reduction and support that they are more parallel rather than sequential. Meanwhile, no significant reaction

heterogeneity is observed across SVO particles, and the separation of SVO particle population into two

composition groups is again suppressed by the relatively faster kinetics at 940µA. The loss of capacity brings

the cell voltage down to values where CFx becomes the primary active component to support the discharge

current through its reduction, during which most residual silver is depleted while vanadium utilization stays

nearly constant. When CFx reaches near depletion, V5+ reduction becomes dominant until the end of

discharge. The Hybrid-MPET model prediction of silver, vanadium and carbon monofluoride utilization as

seen in Fig. 8 (b) match well with those from other modeling studies of Li/CFx-SVO batteries [112]. Note

that the observed depletion order is expected to be true only under low current rates where thermodynamics

are dominant over kinetics and transport limitations are neglected; it is highly likely that such depletion

order is no longer held at higher current rates. For example, it has been experimentally observed [22, 23]

that at high current pulses, SVO provides most of the power due to its higher rate capability while during

post-pulse relaxation at low currents, CFx discharges itself to recharge SVO until both are at equilibrium.

Such complicated interactions between different active materials offers great opportunities for future modeling

studies using Hybrid-MPET.

Conclusion

Despite the increasing research and application interest in hybrid electrode batteries, there is a lack of open-

source battery simulation software that are suited for them. To address this issue, we present Hybrid-MPET,

a mathematical modeling framework and open-source battery simulation software package. Hybrid-MPET is
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implemented based on the MPET framework [48], and its key modifications have been described in detail.

Through sample case studies of Si-Gr, SVO, and CFx-SVO hybrid porous electrodes, we have illustrated

the novel features of Hybrid-MPET models, including but not limited to its ability to: (1) account for

intra-particle scale and inter-particle scale parallel reactions (2) accommodate both phase separating and

solid solution type active electrode materials in the same simulation (3) allow free combination of active

materials of interest at any capacity fraction in the hybrid electrode. (4) predict the evolution of state of

charge for each active material through charge and discharge processes (5) capture the impact of particle

scale reaction heterogeneity on macroscopic battery performance.

Since Hybrid-MPET is open-sourced and inherits the modular design from MPET, we encourage its

reuse, modification, and optimization. Modelling hybrid porous electrodes is exciting but also challenging

because they offer an entire new dimension of complexity, where the state of charge needs to be tracked

separately for different active materials. Despite reactions from each active material being parallel, the clear

sequential depletion orders observed in the sample simulations are mostly true at low current rates, where

thermodynamics are dominant. However, at higher current rates, the limitations from kinetics and transport

is expected to have greater impact.

A natural extension of this work would be towards using Hybrid-MPET models to simulate performance

of hybrid electrode at higher current rates; we also expect high currents to drive the its active materials to

far-from-equilibrium states, and have great interest in studying capacity exchange between the different active

materials during post-pulse relaxation. As hybrid electrodes open a vast new design space and require more

comprehensive testing protocols, we believe Hybrid-MPET has great potential to complement experimental

research and accelerate the future development of hybrid electrodes with targeted voltage profiles by providing

fast and accurate predictions of battery performance.

Another important extension would be to develop degradation models for Hybrid MPET. The literature

on battery degradation has focused almost exclusively on single-component electrodes, notably graphite,

using coarse-grained models of the key capacity-fade mechanisms, such as solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI)

growth [135] and electrochemomechanical fatigue [136]. Both of these phenomena are much stronger in silicon

than in graphite, so the blending of silicon in graphite to achieve higher energy density must be balanced

against the acceleration of capacity fade [137, 138]. Hybrid cathodes involving different transition metal oxides

will also undergo oxidative surface degradation at different rates, depending on their stochiometries [139].

Some critical degradation reactions, such as lithium metal plating in graphite anodes (also affecting battery

safety), are also known to be strongly coupled with phase separation dynamics [16, 17, 90, 140]. The coupling

of different degradation mechanisms and rates for the various components of hybrid electrodes will have a

nontrivial dependence on microstructure and composition, which could be unraveled more easily with the
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help of Hybrid-MPET simulations that also account for heterogeneity arising from phase transformations.

Code availability

The code for Hybrid-MPET battery simulation software is available in the following GitHub repository [141]:

https://github.com/HarryQL/Hybrid-MPET
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Appendix A

We postulate a free energy functional describing the physics of the graphite particle, and separate it into

homogeneous and non-homogenous free energy. Following van der Waals [142] and Cahn and Hilliard [77],

we use a simple gradient penalty term to describe the non-homogeneous free energy, and obtain [17, 48] the

following the diffusional chemical potential µGr of Li+ in inserted into graphite is defined as,

µGr(cGr) =
δG

δcGr
=

∂g

∂cGr
−∇ · ∂g

∂∇cGr
= −0.02 + µ1 + µ2 + µ3 + µ4 + µ5 −

κ

ρGr
∇2cGr (18)

µ1 = kBT

[(
−30exp

(
− cGr

0.025

)
− 2(1− cGr)

)
SD(cGr, 0.38, 0.05) + 0.7

(
tanh

(
cGr − 0.37

0.075

)
− 1

)
+0.8

(
tanh

(
cGr − 0.2

0.06

)
− 1

)
+ 0.38

(
tanh

(
cGr − 0.14

0.015

)
− 1

)]
SD(cGr, 0.42, 0.05) (19)

µ2 = −kBT
0.05

c0.55Gr
(20)

µ3 = 10kBTSU (cGr, 1, 0.015) (21)

µ4 = 1.8Ω̃akBT (0.17− c0.98Gr )SD(cGr, 0.55, 0.045)SU (cGr, 0.38, 0.05) (22)
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µ5 = kBT
[
0.4Ω̃a(0.74− cGr) + 0.55Ω̃b − 2(1− cGr)

]
SU (cGr, 0.6, 0.04) (23)

where Ω̃a = 0.81169, Ω̃b = 2.2214, kB = 1.38× 10−23 J
K , and T = 298.15K. Step-up and step-down functions

are defined as [17],

SD(cGr, cx, δ) = 0.5

(
−tanh

(
cGr − cx

δ

)
+ 1

)
(24)

SU (cGr, cx, δ) = 0.5

(
tanh

(
cGr − cx

δ

)
+ 1

)
(25)

Subsequently, the OCV for graphite is,

∆ϕeq
Gr(cGr) = 0.12− µGr(cGr)

e
(26)

where e = 1.602× 10−19C, and 0.12 volts is a fitted reference potential ∆ϕ◦
Gr(cGr) [48, 67].

The OCVs for silicon lithiation and delithiation are fitted separately as,

∆ϕeq
Si,Li = 0.284− 0.084ln

(
cSi

1− cSi

)
+

0.022cSi − 0.711c2Si + 2.673c3Si − 3.762c4Si + 0.246c5Si + 3.588c6Si − 2.050c7Si

0.007 + 0.131cSi + 1.158c2Si − 1.120c3Si − 0.290c4Si + 0.790c5Si − 0.657c6Si
(27)

∆ϕeq
Si,Deli = 0.948− 0.006ln

(
cSi

1− cSi

)
+

−1.093cSi + 2.886c2Si − 1.670c3Si − 2.133c4Si + 0.529c5Si + 1.895c6Si − 0.509c7Si

0.362 + 0.230cSi − 2.027c2Si + 1.568c3Si + 1.181c4Si + 1.046c5Si − 2.249c6Si
(28)

The reaction kinetics of graphite and silicon are,

iGr = jGre = kGr(c
l)0.5c0.5Gr (1− cGr)

0.5

[
exp

(
−αGreη

eff
Gr

kBT

)
− exp

(
(1− αGr)eη

eff
Gr

kBT

)]
(29)

iSi = jSie = kSi(c
l)0.5c0.5Si (1− cSi)

0.5

[
exp

(
−αSieη

eff
Si

kBT

)
− exp

(
(1− αSi)eη

eff
Si

kBT

)]
(30)

The separator used has thickness 12µm, porosity 0.47 [24], and tortuosity ϵ−1, and is discretized into 2 finite
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volumes.The other key parameters used in Hybrid-MPET model of Li/Si-Gr can be seen in Table 1,

Table 1: Geometric and materials properties used in simulating silicon-graphite hybrid porous electrode
Parameter Description Unit Si-Gr Hybrid Porous Electrode

L thickness µm 85.2 [24]
ϵ porosity - 0.25 [24]
PL active solid volume fraction - 0.87
τ tortuosity - ϵ−0.2

Q̃Si capacity fraction of silicon - 0.086
Q̃Gr capacity fraction of graphite - 0.914

Parameter Description Unit Graphite Silicon
R particle radius µm N (5.86, 1.2) [24] N (1.52, 0.8) [24]
ρ volumetric site density mol m−3 29700 [104] 277990 [143]
D diffusion coefficient m2s−1 5.5×10−14 [30] -
α symmetry coefficient - 0.5 0.5
k rate constant A m−2 1 40

Adopting Eq. 13 and 16 for Si-Gr, we have the following inter-particle scale equations are,

ccorrn =

∑PSi

pSi=1 ρSiVn,pSifn,Sicn,pSi +
∑PGr

pGr=1 ρGrVn,pGrfn,Grcn,pGr∑PSi

pSi=1 ρSiVn,pSifn,Si +
∑PGr

pGr=1 ρGrVn,pGrfn,Gr

(31)

RV,corr
n = −(1− ϵ)PL

(
PSi∑

pSi=1

Ṽn,pSi

∂cn,pSi

∂t
+

PGr∑
pGr=1

Ṽn,pGr

∂cn,pGr

∂t

)
(32)

where the corrected volume fractions are

Ṽn,pSi =
Vn,pSifn,Si∑PSi

pSi=1 Vn,pSifn,Si +
∑PGr

pGr=1 Vn,pGrfn,Gr

(33)

Ṽn,pGr =
Vn,pGrfn,Gr∑PSi

pSi=1 Vn,pSifn,Si +
∑PGr

pGr=1 Vn,pGrfn,Gr

(34)

Appendix B

To describe the thermodynamics of Ag+ reduction, we postulate a double-well like free energy functional

without non-homogeneous terms (e.g. gradient penalty or coherent stress),

gh = kBT [cAgln(cAg) + (1− cAg)ln(1− cAg)] + Ω̃akBTcAg(1− cAg) (35)
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where T = 310.15K and Ω̃a = 5.6. The first-derivative of gh yields two stable phase compositions at

cAg,1 = 0.003845 and cAg,2 = 0.996155. The diffusional chemical potential µh
Ag of Li+ in inserted into SVO due

to Ag+ reduction is,

µh
Ag(cAg) =

∂g

∂cAg

= kBT ln(
cAg

1− cAg

) + Ω̃akBT (1− 2cAg) (36)

The second-derivative gh or the first-derivative of µh
Ag yields two metastable phase compositions at cAg,s1 =

0.09911 and cAg,s2 = 0.90089. The homogeneous OCV ∆ϕh
Ag used in the simulation is thus,

∆ϕh
Ag(cAg) = 3.24−

µh
Ag(cAg)

e
(37)

The thermodynamics of V5+ reduction is described by using a separate OCV function ∆ϕeq
V , fitted directly

as a function of its depth of discharge cV [112],

∆ϕeq
V (cV) = 0.823 + exp (−80cV) +

3.177 + 92.839c2V + 49.148c4V − 658.841c6V + 589.917c8V
1 + 39.404c2V − 6.299c4V − 171.554c6V + 106.016c8V + 65.794c10V

(38)

The reaction kinetics of Ag+ and V5+ reduction used are,

iAg = jAge = kAg(c
l)0.5c0.1Ag (1− cAg)

5.5

[
exp

(
−
αAgeη

eff
Ag

kBT

)
− exp

(
(1− αAg)eη

eff
Ag

kBT

)]
(39)

iV = jVe = kV(c
l)0.5c0.5V (1− cV)

0.5

[
exp

(
−αVeη

eff
V

kBT

)
− exp

(
(1− αV)eη

eff
V

kBT

)]
(40)

The separator used has thickness 50µm, porosity 0.4, and tortuosity ϵ−0.6, and is discretized into 10 finite

volumes. The other key parameters used in Hybrid-MPET model of Li/SVO can be seen in Table 2 and

many reference Gomadam et al. [112],

Adopting Eq. 4, 6, and 9 for SVO, and considering ρAg = 1
3ρSVO, ρV = 2

3ρSVO, we have the following

intra-particle scale equations,

cn,p =
1

3
cn,p,Ag +

2

3
cn,p,V (41)

RV
n = −(1− ϵ)PL

P∑
p=1

Ṽn,p

(
1

3

∂cn,p,Ag

∂t
+

2

3

∂cn,p,V
∂t

)
(42)
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Table 2: Geometric and materials properties used in simulating SVO hybrid porous electrode
Parameter Description Unit SVO Hybrid Porous Electrode

L thickness mm 2.6
ϵ porosity - 0.20
PL active solid volume fraction - 0.95
τ tortuosity - ϵ−0.6

Parameter Description Unit Ag V
R particle radius µm N (1 , 0.3)
h particle length µm 20
ρ volumetric site density mol m−3 16107 32215
α symmetry coefficient - 0.5 0.5
k rate constant A m−2 2× 10−4 7× 10−1

where again Ṽn,p =
Vn,p∑P

p=1 Vn,p
is volume fraction of particle p in finite volume n.

Appendix C

∆ϕeq
CF is extracted from experimental data by assuming Tafel kinetics, and fitted directly as a function of its

depth of discharge cCF,

∆ϕeq
CF(cCF) = −0.077− 0.047ln

(
cCF(1− cCF)

1
3

)
+

5.566− 1476.243cCF240158.880c
2
CF − 116028.195c3CF − 166268.131c4CF + 4436.904c5CF

1− 404.085cCF + 75655.382c2CF − 32080.426c3CF − 55461.302c4CF

(43)

The reaction kinetics of carbon monofluoride is,

iCF = jCFe = kCFcCF(1− cCF)

[
exp

(
−αCFeη

eff
CF

kBT

)]
(44)

The separator used has thickness 50µm, porosity 0.4, and tortuosity ϵ−1, and is discretized into 10 finite

volumes. The other key parameters used in Hybrid-MPET model of Li/CFx-SVO can be seen in Table 3 and

many reference Gomadam et al. [112],

Since CFx-SVO is a hybrid electrode at both intra-particle and inter-particle scale, we adopt Eq. 4, 6 and

13, 16. Again, since ρAg =
1
3ρSVO, ρV = 2

3ρSVO, we thus have,

ccorrn =

∑PSVO

pSVO=1 ρSVOVn,pSVOfn,SVO(
1
3cn,pSVO,Ag +

2
3cn,pSVO,V) +

∑PCF

pCF=1 ρCFVn,pCFfn,CFcn,pCF∑PSVO

pSVO=1 ρSVOVn,pSVOfn,SVO +
∑PCF

pCF=1 ρCFVn,pCFfn,CF

(45)
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Table 3: Geometric and materials properties used in simulating CFx-SVO hybrid porous electrode
Parameter Description Unit HB1 HB2 HB3 HB4

L thickness mm 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.6
ϵ porosity - 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
PL active solid volume fraction - 0.88 0.85 0.84 0.85
τ tortuosity - ϵ−1 ϵ−1 ϵ−1 ϵ−1

Q̃SV O capacity fraction of silicon - 0.128 0.128 0.333 0.128
Q̃CF capacity fraction of graphite - 0.872 0.872 0.667 0.872

Parameter Description Unit Ag V CFx

R particle radius µm N (1, 0.3) N (10, 0.5)
h particle length µm 20 -
ρ volumetric site density mol m−3 16107 32215 88739
α symmetry coefficient - 0.5 0.5 0.57
k rate constant A m−2 3.5×10−5 1×10−3 5×10−4

RV,corr
n = −(1− ϵ)PL

(
PSVO∑

pSVO=1

Ṽn,pSVO

(
1

3

∂cn,pSVO,Ag

∂t
+

2

3

∂cn,pSVO,V

∂t

)
+

PCF∑
pCF=1

Ṽn,pCF

∂cn,pCF

∂t

)
(46)

where the corrected volume fractions are

Ṽn,pSVO =
Vn,pSVOfn,SVO∑PSVO

pSVO=1 Vn,pSVOfn,SVO +
∑PCF

pCF=1 Vn,pCFfn,CF

(47)

Ṽn,pCF =
Vn,pCFfn,CF∑PSVO

pSVO=1 Vn,pSVOfn,SVO +
∑PCF

pCF=1 Vn,pCFfn,CF

(48)
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